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About This Game

Saving the cookie is a super extreme casual game where you will need to use all your superhero senses!

- Transform the mouse into a cookie and move it to save it from malevolent and hungry Chester.
- Check your best time and beat your personal record.

- Increase your position in the world ranking and compete with your friends.
- Enjoy!
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If you played the old flash game, this is basically exactly what you say except with a thick layer of atmosphere on top. If you
didn't play the old flash game: This is a relatively good puzzle game whose central mechanic sounds simple but lends itself to
good brainteasers. It does occasionally take a break from actual puzzles to give you a linear "story"\/atmosphere segment (not
that there's much story).. I was looking for a motorcycle Simulator, but this one was a big fail. let me explain.
1: Serious Motion Sickness, and I dont usually siffer this in other moving games.
2: Illogical controls. it requires you to tilt your head in an very unlogical way.
3: take time to figure you have to press your thumb to change gear.

To Imrpove, we need the following:
1: Better Guide or follow me style of tutorial
2: use the handle bars to balance like we do on a real motorcycle. You can use a Self righting or trailing wheels approach for
beginners.
3: for motion sickness, you can imp[rove by the above control. and buy narrowing the field of view to simulate a helmet.. fun
for like 8 minutes and then boring for ever. very basic game substitutions dont work cant change kicker during the game
3dgraphics are very poor nowere near the level of football manager, needs alot of work to get it upto scratch. Here we have a
lovely Austrian mountain route. This time... with Austrian stock!

The views are truly amazing on this route. Scenery is well does. The assets are very well done. Tunnels are made to look like
they're actually dug into the rock. One tunnel even has an open side where you can see out the side of the mountain. The bridges
are fantastic. Also the little details at Semmering are lovely. Truly a marvelous route.

The good:
Amazing scenery and asset modeling for the entire length of the route.
New OBB Eurofima coaching stock which now adds for other routes like Augsburg to Rosenheim.
Some new wagons that I can't remember. They're in the features list.
All coaching stock have realistic sounds from vR.
OBB Eurofima coaches are also well modeled with a fantastic passenger view.

The bad:
Short.
Career scenarios.
Reused HRQ Taurus (OBB 1016) with a LOT LESS features and basically is a dummy train for noobs. Get the actual HRQ
Taurus if you intend on driving one.
Quick Drives are bugged. Some trains will be on the wrong side... and coming towards you.

Despite the bad I reckon it's a very good route.

9\/10 - needs nude protesters.. Very basic for a tower defence and a bit on the expensive side as well. Its definitely a mobile port
and should be priced near its mobile counterparts.

There is one main strategy.. once you figure it out it makes the game extremely easy. I beat the game in around 1.5 hours, so
that made this as much as going to a movie, however I feel any movie I would haver seen would have been more memorable.

On the plus side the art is pretty nice.. Cute little game for calming down and just having some fun without being bombared
with complex stuff.
It's easy to learn, hard to master. And surprisingly much (and long) fun for such a simple game.
Absolutely recommended.. A bad game for a good PC. The units in the pack are only given to some nations
Somali units are only used by mogadishu (not by any of the other somali states), swahili units only by kilwa (not by any of the
other 3 swahili states), algerian only by algiers (not tlemcen) etc
I advise anyone to skip this unit pack until those issues have been adressed
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its a very nice game and a good warmup. This game I want to write a positive review for since this game did have effort put into
it, but the dev just plain forget about the game. There has as of yet never been a major update to this game, so there is a dead
end directly after the third boss. Which is a bit upsetting since I was just starting to get into the game. So I suggest finding
something else, since this metroidvania does not fufill expectations for long.. This game is probably the greatest game on steam,
it's so lit and i think you should buy it. Its not worth the full price. Not enough content and physics are a little whack. I can go
fall on my own dirtbike, I want to sky this bike out and rail corners. Why would I play this game if I can do better in real life?
You fall pretty easily in corners for no apparent reason and they AI can mess you up always but you really cant do anything to
them. Ill keep playing it, but I would not recommend paying more than $12 bucks for it.. "We come to the deserts to die by your
hands and respawn enlightened by the vision of our long forgotten mortality. Glorious Blade Saint, bring us, UBERMOSH!"

When you can't get enough of UBERMOSH.
8/10. Graphics are very bad. Have only just started but the combat is really fun so far!

One bad thing so far is low population but hopefully once people see how fun it is more people get it!. Nice paint job

10\/10. BEGONE CENSORSHIP FOR I HAVE A PATCH
(not my proudest fap). This game could be really wholesome and relaxing. Sadly, it's just unnerving and frustrating because it
has one of the worst controls I ever encountered.
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